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Scalar Extensions of the SM - why do they make us happy?

 They provide  Dark Matter candidates compatible with all available experimental 
constraints; 

 They provide new sources of CP-violation; 

They can change the di-Higgs cross section; 

 They provide a means of having a strong first order phase transition; 

 They provide a 125 GeV scalar in agreement with all data; 

 You get a bunch of extra scalars, keeping everybody busy and happy.
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The many faces of CP-violation

 Angular variables or CP-detecting variables; 

 Combination of three decays; 

 Strange CP - Decays that are CP-even and CP-odd at the same time;

3R. Santos, SMLH2024,  Rome, 7 May 2024

Gunion, He, PRL77 (1996) 5172.
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h2 → h1Z CP(h2) = − CP(h1)

hSM → t̄t ASM → τ+τ−

hSM → ZZ CP(hSM) = 1

h2 → ZZ CP(h2) = 1

Fontes, Romão, RS, Silva, Phys.Rev.D 92 (2015) 5, 055014. 

Fontes, Romão, RS, Silva, JHEP 06 (2015) 060. 

Many studies with angular variables in all 
kinds of final states.

This scenario has the (dis)advantage that we 
need to find at leas one extra scalar (at tree-

level). Or maybe we don’t.

In this case the particle has a different CP 
depending on the final state. 



Potentials are usually used in minimal versions using ad-hoc symmetries. We just want them to suit 
our benchmarking goals. The most general 2HDM is

Our benchmark model - the C(2HDM)
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With the fields defined as (VEVs may be complex)
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Allows for a decoupling limit

, dark matter, IDMv2 = 0

Complex parameters - explicit CP-violation
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"Pseudoscalar" component (doublet)

CP-violating 2HDM

ghVV
2HDM = sin(β − α)ghVV

SM

ghVV
C2HDM = cos α2 ghVV

2HDM

h125 couplings (gauge)
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Although the models look very different, the couplings to 
gauge bosons have the same structure and are multiplied by a 
numerical factor (except for CP-violating Yukawa couplings).

R. Santos, SMLH2024,  Rome, 7 May 2024
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These are coupling modifiers  
relative to the SM coupling for the CP-

conserving version of the 2HDM.  
May increase Yukawa  
relative to the SM.

YC2HDM = cos α2Y2HDM ± iγ5 sin α2 tan β(1/tan β)



Yukawa YNewModel = fY(αi)YSM ± iγ5 gY(αi)
 and  are numbers - functions 

of mixing angles and (maybe) other 
parameters.  in the CP-

conserving limit.

fY(αi) gY(αi)

gY(αi) = 0

Higgs couplings in Scalar Extensions

6

Gauge gNewModel = fg(αi)gSM

 is a number - function of mixing 
angles and (maybe) other parameters. 

 in the CP-conserving limit for a 
pseudoscalar state. 

fg(αi)

fg(αi) = 0

Scalar λNewModel = fλ(αi)λSM

Like for the couplings with gauge bosons it 
is the existence of combined terms that 

show that CP is broken.

R. Santos, SMLH2024,  Rome, 7 May 2024



CP-violation from C-violation
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Suppose we have a 2HDM extension of the SM but with no fermions. Also let us assume for the moment 
that the theory conserves C and P separately. The C and P quantum numbers of the Z boson are

P(h) = P(H ) = 1; C(h) = C(H ) = 1

C(Zμ∂μAh) = 1; P(Zμ∂μAh) = 1

Because we have vertices of the type hhh and HHH (h, H and A are C and P eigenstates),

Since the neutral Goldstone couples derivatively to the Z boson (and it mixes with the A) 

P(G0) = P(A) = 1; C(G0) = C(A) = − 1

Which means

CP violation from C violation

CZμC−1 = − Zμ; PZμP−1 = Zμ

P∂μG0ZμP−1 = ∂μG0Zμ

R. Santos, SMLH2024,  Rome, 7 May 2024

In the absence of fermions, invariance under P is guaranteed. If the bosonic Lagrangian violates CP, CP-
violation must be associated with a P-conserving C-violating observable. 



First you find the mass eigenstates to find that you have three mixing neutral states

and because they mix they have the same quantum numbers. Now you look for the interactions with 
gauge bosons and you find 

h1, h2, h3

which is impossible.

9

How do we know if the model violates CP?

h1 h2 ∂ . Z; h2 h3 ∂ . Z; h1 h3 ∂ . Z

and to have a CP-conserving (C-conserving because we have P conservation) theory you would need

C[h1 h2] = − 1; C[h1 h3] = − 1; C[h2 h3] = − 1

R. Santos, SMLH2024,  Rome, 7 May 2024

∂ . Z is P-invariant
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CP violation from C violation - three decays scenario

Decay CP eigenstates Model

None C2HDM, other CPV extensions

2 CP-odd; None C2HDM, NMSSM,3HDM...

3 CP-even; None C2HDM, cxSM, NMSSM,3HDM...

Combinations of three decaysh1 → ZZ( + )h2 → ZZ( + )h2 → h1Z

h1 → ZZ ⇐ CP(h1) = 1 h3 → h2h1 ⇒ CP(h3) = CP(h2)

h3 → h2Z CP(h3) = − CP(h2)

h2(3) → h1Z CP(h2(3)) = − 1

h2 → ZZ CP(h2) = 1

There are many other combinations if one moves away from the alignment limit

Forbidden in the exact alignment limit

Fontes, Romão, RS, Silva, PRD92 (2015) 5, 055014

R. Santos, SMLH2024,  Rome, 7 May 2024



Particle H1 H2 H3 H+

Mass [GeV] 125.09 265 267 236

Width [GeV] 4.106 10-3 3.265 10-3 4.880 10-3 0.37

σprod [pb] 49.75 0.76 0.84
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C2HDM Type I HSM=H1

Test of CP in decays: 

- σprod(H3) x BR(H3->H1H1) = 235 fb CP+  AND σprod(H3) x BR(H3->ZH1) = 76 fb  CP-                                           

- σprod(H3) x BR(H2->H1H1) = 192 fb CP+  AND σprod(H2) x BR(H2->ZH1) = 122 fb  CP-

Abouabid, arhrib, Azevedo, El-falaki, Ferreira, Mühlleitner, RS, JHEP 09 (2022) 011

R. Santos, SMLH2024,  Rome, 7 May 2024

Values for a chosen benchmark point in a type I C2HDM with the lightest Higgs as the 125 GeV one.
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Let us now consider the CP-violating 2HDM, with scalar states  . Let us make our life harder by 
considering we are in the alignment limit (meaning  has exactly the SM couplings).  In this limit the 
CP-violating vertices are

h1, h2, h3
h1

CP violation from C violation

h3h3h3; h3h2h2; h3H+H−; h3h3h3h1; h3h2h2h1; h3h1H+H−;

A different choice of the parameters of the potential would interchange  and .h2 h3

A combination of 3 decays signals CP-violation

h2H+H−; h3H+H−; Zh2h3

h2hkhk; h3H+H−; Zh2h3; (k = 2, 3) (2 ↔ 3)

h2hkhk; h3hlhl; ; Zh2h3; (k, l = 2, 3)

Haber, Keus, RS, PRD 106 (2022) 9, 095038

R. Santos, SMLH2024,  Rome, 7 May 2024
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Accelerator
√
s (TeV) Integrated luminosity (ab−1)

CLIC 1.5 2.5

CLIC 3 5

Muon Collider 3 1

Muon Collider 7 10

Muon Collider 14 20

Table 3: Accelerators used in the analysis with different CM energies proposed and the correspond-
ing total integrated luminosity.

would involve scalar couplings to fermions only arise at the one-loop level and are hence
subdominant. Of course, the Yukawa couplings will enter when considering the decays of the
produced neutral and charged Higgs bosons, which we address at the end of this section.

4.1 Discovery potential at future lepton (and photon) colliders

Consider the discovery potential of final states related to the P-even, CP-violating observables
at future lepton colliders listed in Table 3. CLIC [63] is an electron-positron collider that
has been proposed to run at center of mass (CM) energies of 1.5 TeV and 3 TeV with
total integrated luminosities of 2.5 ab−1 and 5 ab−1, respectively, after the completion of
a multiyear program (typically of order 10 years). We also consider the possibility of a
muon collider [64] with CM energies of 3 TeV, 10 TeV and 14 TeV and with total integrated
luminosities of 1 ab−1, 10 ab−1 and 20 ab−1, respectively. In addition, we shall show results
for a photon-photon collider of CM energies of 1 TeV and 2 TeV that could be achieved via
the Compton backscattering of laser light on high energy electrons at CLIC.12 Other lepton
colliders now under development such as the Circular Electron Positron Collider in China [66]
(
√
smax ∼ 250 GeV), the International Linear Collider in Japan [67] (

√
smax ∼ 250 GeV) and

the FCC-ee at CERN (
√
smax ∼ 365 GeV) [68] have energies well below the production

threshold of our final states, and thus are not considered here. Although lepton colliders
provide a very clean environment for the final states of the processes under consideration,
a proper analysis would still have to take into account both the efficiencies and the main
background processes. Consequently, in this work we shall only consider signal cross sections
that are above 10 ab.

12The peak of the photon energy spectrum is typically 80% of the initial electron beam energy and the
total integrated γγ luminosity is roughly 10% of the corresponding e+e− luminosity [65].
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It could happen that at the end of the last LHC run we just move closer and closer to the alignment 
limit and to a very CP-even 125 GeV Higgs. Considering a few future lepton colliders 

h2H+H−; h3H+H−; Zh2h3

h2hkhk; h3H+H−; Zh2h3; (k = 2, 3) (2 ↔ 3)

h2hkhk; h3hlhl; ; Zh2h3; (k, l = 2, 3)

C2HDM at future colliders

R. Santos, SMLH2024,  Rome, 7 May 2024
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Figure 2: σ(ℓ+ℓ− → h2h2h3) (left) and σ(ℓ+ℓ− → h2h3h3) (right) as a function of the CM energy,
with mh2

= 200 GeV.

and 600 GeV. The cross section for ℓ+ℓ− → h2h2h3 is dominated by the value Λ2 because of
the relation λh2h2h2

= 3λh3h3h2
= Λ2/v (cf. Table 10). All diagrams except for the ones with

two Zh2h3 vertices are proportional to Λ2, and in the region relevant for our analysis where
Λ2 > 1, all other contributions are negligible. The same can be said for the relation between
σ(ℓ+ℓ− → h3h3h2) and the value of Λ3 because λh3h3h3

= 3λh2h2h3
= −Λ3/v (cf. Table 10).

The results shown in Fig. 2 suggest that if the masses of h2 and h3 are not significantly heavier
than the scale of electroweak symmetry breaking then the observation of ℓ+ℓ− → hihjhj will
provide an opportunity for detecting evidence for P-even CP violation (if present), if the CM
energy of the lepton collider is in the range of 1–3 TeV.

Consider next the t-channel processes, which are dominated by γγ fusion with a cross
section that is proportional to ln2(s/m2

ℓ). There are also Z fusion diagrams contributing but
the corresponding cross sections are proportional to ln2(s/m2

Z) [81] and are thus subdominant.
In light of eq. (22), the cross section for any final state of the type H+H−hi (for i = 1, 2, 3)
is proportional to Λ2

i . That is, by choosing Λ1 = Λ2 = Λ3 = 2π, the cross sections exhibited
in this section are applicable to any of the neutral scalars.

In Figs. 3–7, we present cross sections for the production of H+H−hi final states. In
order to confirm the existence of P-even, CP-violating phenomena (if present), we shall focus
primarily on processes that include h2 or h3 in the final state. If such channels are detected,
then it will also be possible to observe the H+H−h1 final state. Note that the production
cross section for h1 is proportional to the factor Λ1, which provides us with a benchmark
cross section for a final state with at least one known particle.

In Fig. 3, we plot the cross sections, σ(e+e− → e+e−H+H−hi), σ(µ+µ− → µ+µ−H+H−hi)
and σ(ℓ+ℓ− → H+H−hi), as a function of the CM energy. In the left panel we have chosen a
neutral scalar boson with mhi

= 125 GeV and a charged Higgs boson with mH± = 150 GeV.
For i = 1, the corresponding plot refers to the production of the SM-like Higgs boson. For
i = 2 and 3, the same plot refers to the production of the scalar hi of mass 125 GeV,

17

h2h3h3; h3h2h2; Zh2h3



CP-violation from C-violation, but dark



Another possibility of detecting P-even CP-violating signals is via loops. Remember CP-violation 
could be seen via the combination:

CP violation from C-violation but inside loops (ZZZ)

h3 → h2Z CP(h3) = − CP(h2)

h3 → h1Z CP(h3) = − CP(h1)

h2 → h1Z CP(h2) = − CP(h1)
If we don’t have access to the decays we can 
build a nice Feynman diagram with the same 

vertices.

And see if it is possible to extract 
information from the measurement of the 

triple ZZZ anomalous coupling.

15R. Santos, SMLH2024,  Rome, 7 May 2024

Can we build such a model?



Two doublets + one singlet and one exact Z2 symmetry

with the most general renormalizable potential 

V = m2
11 |Φ1 |2 + m 2

22 |Φ2 |2 +(AΦ†
1Φ2ΦS + h . c.)
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1

2
(v + h + iG0) Φ2 =
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1

2
(ρ + iη) ΦS = ρS

and the vacuum preserves the symmetry 

The potential is invariant under the CP-symmetry

Φ1 → Φ1, Φ2 → − Φ2, ΦS → − ΦS

ΦCP
1 (t, ⃗r ) = Φ*1 (t, − ⃗r ), ΦCP

2 (t, ⃗r ) = Φ*2 (t, − ⃗r ), ΦCP
S (t, ⃗r ) = ΦS(t, − ⃗r )

except for the term (AΦ†
1Φ2ΦS + h . c.) for complex A. This is a type I model.

Azevedo, Ferreira, Mühlleitner, Patel, RS, Wittbrodt, JHEP 1811 (2018) 091
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A sector with three invisible scalars

R. Santos, SMLH2024,  Rome, 7 May 2024



iΓμαβ = − e
p2

1 − m2
Z

m2
Z

fZ
4 (gμα p2,β + gμβ p3,α) + . . .

The most general form of the vertex includes a P-even CP-violating term of the form

−1.2 × 10−3 < f Z
4 < 1.0 × 10−3

−1.5 × 10−3 < f Z
4 < 1.5 × 10−3

CMS collaboration, EPJC78 (2018) 165.

ATLAS collaboration, PRD97 (2018) 032005.
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Figure 6. Scatter plots showing the absolute value of the CP violating form factor fZ

4 (q2) for two
values of

p
q2 for points in the parameter space of the type-1 C2HDM satisfying theoretical (unitar-

ity, bounded from below) and experimental (LHC Higgs, electric dipole moments, and electroweak
precision measurements) constraints.

mitigated in the C2HDM because of a combination of two facts. First, we know from the

h125 ! ZZ measurements that the corresponding coupling in the C2HDM lies very close to

the SM value (the so-called alignment limit). Second, the sum rule in eq. (3.24) guarantees

that any heavier scalar will have a very small coupling to ZZ. Nevertheless, once statistics

improve at LHC, a precise constraint on fZ

4
can best be achieved by a detailed simulation

of the C2HDM within the experimental analysis of the collaborations, which is beyond the

scope of this work. Our results for the maximum of |fZ

4
| are slightly below those reported in

Ref. [26]. This is mainly due to the e↵ect of including in our scan the bound on the electron

EDM [52]. The sign di↵erence that we have found does not a↵ect much the absolute value,

because the diagram where it occurs is typically the dominant one (in the gauge ⇠ = 1) [26].

For future reference, we also give the final form of the Z3 vertex before evaluating the

– 12 –

PLOT for the C2HDM
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FIG. 4: The CP-violating fZ
4 (p21) form factor, normalized to f123, for mh1 = 80.5 GeV, mh2 = 162.9 GeV and mh3 = 256.9

GeV, as a function of the squared o↵-shell Z boson 4-momentum p21, normalized to m2
Z .

which implies that the 3⇥ 3 matrix R should approximately have the form of one diagonal element with value close
to 1, the corresponding row and column with elements very small and a 2⇥ 2 matrix mixing the other eigenstates4.
Within our model, however, the three neutral dark fields can mix as much or as little as possible.

In Fig. 4 we show, for a random combination of dark scalar masses (mh1 ' 80.5 GeV, mh2 ' 162.9 GeV and
mh3 ' 256.9 GeV) the evolution of fZ

4 normalized to f123
5 with p

2
1, the 4-momentum of the o↵-shell Z boson. This

can be compared with Fig. 2 of Ref. [34], where we see similar (if a bit larger) magnitudes for the real and imaginary
parts of f

Z

4 , despite the di↵erences in masses for the three neutral scalars in both situations (in that figure, the
masses taken for h1 and h3 were, respectively, 125 and 400 GeV, and several values for the h2 mass were considered).
As can be inferred from Fig. 4, f

Z

4 is at most of the order of ⇠ 10�5. For the parameter scan described in the
previous section, we obtain, for the imaginary part of fZ

4 , the values shown in Fig. 5. We considered two values of
p
2
1 (corresponding to two possible collision energies for a future linear collider). The imaginary part of fZ

4 (which,
as we will see, contributes directly to CP-violating observables such as asymmetries) is presented as a function of
the overall coupling f123 defined in Eq. (19). We in fact present results as a function of f123/(1/

p
3)3, to illustrate

that indeed the model perfectly allows maximum mixing between the neutral, dark scalars. Fig. 5 shows that the
maximum values for |Im(fZ

4 )| are reached for the maximum mixing scenarios. We also highlight in red the points
for which the dark neutral scalars hi have masses smaller than 200 GeV. The loop functions in the definition of fZ

4 ,
Eq. (17), have a complicated dependence on masses (and external momentum p1) so that an analytical demonstration
is not possible, but the plots of Fig. 5 strongly imply that choosing all dark scalar masses small yields smaller values
for |Im(fZ

4 )|. Larger masses, and larger mass splittings, seem to be required for larger |Im(fZ

4 )|. A reduction on the
maximum values of |Im(fZ

4 )| (and |Re(fZ

4 )|) with increasing external momentum is observed (though that variation is
not linear, as can be appreciated from Fig. 4). A reduction of the maximum values of |Im(fZ

4 )| (and |Re(fZ

4 )|) when
the external momentum tends to infinity is also observed.

The smaller values for |Im(fZ

4 )| for the red points can be understood in analogy with the 2HDM. The authors of
Ref. [34] argue that the occurrence of CPV in the model implies a non-zero value for the basis-invariant quantities
introduced in Refs. [60, 61], in particular for the imaginary part of the J2 quantity introduced therein. Since Im(J2)
is proportional to the product of the di↵erences in mass squared of all neutral scalars, having all those scalars with
lower masses and lower mass splittings reduces Im(J2) and therefore the amount of CPV in the model. Now, in our
model the CPV basis invariants will certainly be di↵erent from those of the 2HDM, but we can adapt the argument to

4
Meaning, a neutral scalar mixing very similar to the CP-conserving 2HDM, where h and H mix via a 2⇥ 2 matrix but A does not mix

with the CP-even states.
5
For this specific parameter space point, we have f123 ' �0.1835.

PLOT for CP in the Dark

CMS collaboration, EPJC81 (2021) 81.

R. Santos, SMLH2024,  Rome, 7 May 2024

CP violation from C-violation but inside loops (ZZZ)

from: Bélusca-Maïto, 
Falkowski, Fontes, Romão, 
Silva, JHEP 04 (2018) 002 

The typical maximal value for f4 seems to be below 10-4.

Gaemers, Gounaris, ZPC1 (1979) 259; Hagiwara, Peccei, 
Zeppenfeld, Hikasa, NPB282 (1987) 253; Grzadkowski, 
Ogreid, Osland, JHEP 05 (2016) 025



CP-violation from P-violation
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ψ̄ ψ

ψ̄γ5ψ

C even P even -> CP even

C even P odd -> CP odd ψ̄(a + ibγ5)ψ ϕ
C conserving, CP violating interaction

Fermion currents with scalars can be CP (P) violating. Is there room for a CP-violating piece of the SM 
Higgs?

CP violation from P violation

pp → (h → γγ)t̄t

ℒCPV
t̄th = −

yf

2
t̄(κt + iκ̃tγ5) t h

κt = κ cos α

κ̃t = κ sin α

Consistent with the SM.  Pure CP-odd coupling excluded at 3.9σ, and |α| > 43°  excluded at 95% CL.

To probe this type of CP-violation we 
need one Higgs only.

Rates alone already constrained a lot 
the CP-odd component.

R. Santos, SMLH2024,  Rome, 7 May 2024
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pp → h → τ+τ− ℒCPV
τ̄τh = −

yf

2
τ̄(κτ + iκ̃τγ5) τ h
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What if?
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pp → (h → γγ)t̄t ℒCPV
t̄th = −

yf

2
t̄(κt + iκ̃tγ5) t h

κt ≈ 1, κ̃t ≈ 0

κτ ≈ 0; κ̃τ ≈ 1

ℒCPV
t̄th = −

yf

2
κtt̄ t h

ℒCPV
τ̄τh = −

yf

2
τ̄(iκ̃τγ5) τ h

Scalar

Pseudoscalar



t̄(at + ibtγ5)t ϕ bt ≈ 0 at t̄tϕ Scalar

There is a different way to look at the same problem

τ̄(aτ + ibτγ5)τ ϕ aτ ≈ 0 bτ τ̄τ ϕ Pseudoscalar

Taking the C2HDM couplings and setting ,α1 = π /2

ghVV
C2HDM = cos α2 cos(β − α1)ghVV

SM

ghuu
C2HDM = (cos α2

sin α1

sin β
− i

sin α2

tan β
γ5 ) ghff

SM

ghbb
C2HDM = (cos α2

cos α1

cos β
− i sin α2 tan β γ5 ) ghff

SM

ghVV
C2HDM = cos α2 sin β ghVV

SM

ghuu
C2HDM = ( cos α2

sin β
− i

sin α2

tan β
γ5 ) ghff

SM

ghbb
C2HDM = (−i sin α2 tan β γ5 ) ghff

SM

Experiment tells us 

sin α2

tan β
≪ 1 But sin α2 tan β = 𝒪(1)

Can be large

Small

Close to 1

α1 = π /2
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A Type II model where 
H2 is the SM-like Higgs.  

Find two particles of the same mass one produced in 
Association with tops as CP-even

and the other decaying to taus as CP-odd

h2 = H; pp → Htt̄

h2 = A → τ+τ−

YC2HDM = aF + iγ5bF

bU ≈ 0; aD ≈ 0

23

With the EDM result
[ACME 18]
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What about other combinations of Yukawa?

and the other decaying to b-quarks as CP-odd?

In many extensions of the SM, 
probing one Yukawa coupling is 

not enough!  

h2 = H; pp → Htt̄

h2 = A → b̄b

24

LHC (direct) 
experiments give us 
information beyond 

EDMs. 

One attempt I know of
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1 Introduction

The Higgs boson of the Standard Model (h) is a CP-even state, and all CP-sensitive
measurements are consistent with this hypothesis. These measurements include direct
tests of the CP structure of hV V (V = g,W,Z) [1, 2], hττ [3], and htt [4, 5] couplings.
Tests of the Higgs boson couplings to other fermions are more challenging, due to the
limited measurability of the fermion polarization. They however provide unique sensitivity
to sources of new physics, and thus merit investigation. In addition, methods for testing
the CP structure of Higgs-boson interactions could be applicable to any new (pseudo)scalar
that may be discovered.

The CP structure of the hqq vertex affects the polarizations of the quark and anti-quark
in the h → qq̄ decay. For b and c quarks we can take ΛQCD/mQ → 0 and use heavy-quark
effective theory to predict the transfer of the quark spin to the hadron, see e.g. [6]. In
the majority of cases this information is lost in the incoherent sum over spin states in
hadronization and decay due to parity conservation in QCD and QED. For example, the
lowest mass pseudoscalar mesons (Pq) have zero spin, so the spin information is lost in the
hadronizaton process. The spin-1 vector mesons (P ∗

q ) preserve polarization information but
it is subsequently lost in the strong decay P ∗

q → Pqπ [7]. Vector-meson decay to polarized

– 1 –
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Alonso, Fraser-Taliente, Hays, Spannowsky, JHEP 08 (2021) 167

The Higgs boson yields therefore need to be very high to approach sensitivity, O(109 ) events, 
beyond the reach of all proposed colliders except a high-luminosity 100 TeV muon collider. With such 
a collider it may be possible to test maximal CP violation at the 2σ level



to each of the observables under study, were defined according to [20]

A
Y

FB =
�(xY > x

0
Y
)� �(xY < x

0
Y
)

�(xY > x
0
Y
) + �(xY < x

0
Y
)
, (2.4)

where �(xY > x
0
Y
) and �(xY < x

0
Y
) correspond to the total cross section for xY above and

below x
0
Y
. The latter being the central value of the xY domain.

The reason these distributions allow us to probe the CP-nature of a scalar in the t̄t� coupling
lies ultimately in the behaviour of the cross section as a function of the particle’s CP. In fact,
as discussed in [18], the amplitude for the process pp ! t̄t� has two terms: one that does not
depend on the angle ↵ and another one that is proportional to cos 2↵. Hence, only the latter is
sensitive to a CP-odd component of the Yukawa coupling. This term is proportional to the top
quark mass and therefore its contribution is important as long as the Higgs mass is of the same
order of magnitude. One could ask if the process pp ! b̄b� could be used to probe the Yukawa
structure of the b̄b� vertex. The answer is clearly negative because the interference term is now
proportional to m

2
b
, that is, at least three orders of magnitude smaller. In the left panel of
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Figure 1: Parton level b4 distributions at NLO, normalized to unity, for m� = 125 GeV (left) and m� = 10 GeV
(right). Only events with pT (b) > 20 GeV and |⌘(b)| < 2.5 were selected, with pT and ⌘ being the transverse
momentum and the pseudo-rapidity, respectively.

Figure 1, we present the b4 distribution, at parton level, for the process pp ! b̄b� for m� = 125
GeV. In blue, we present the pure scalar case while in red we show the pure pseudoscalar one.
As expected no di↵erence is found in the distributions. We have checked that the distributions
of all other angular variables follow the same trend and again no di↵erence was seen. Finally we
repeated the procedure for a very light scalar, with a mass of m� = 10 GeV, with similar null
results as we show on the right side of the same figure.

Let us go back to the t̄t� vertex to study the dependence of the asymmetries with the scalar
mass. In Figure 2, we present the total cross section, for a CoM energy of 13 TeV at the LHC,
for the process pp ! t̄tH (blue) and pp ! t̄tA (red) as a function of the scalar mass.

The fact that the interference term is much larger compared to the bb̄� case means that
CP-discrimination between the di↵erent CP-components of the Higgs is now possible. Figures 3
and 4 show the b2 and b4 distributions for tt̄H and tt̄A events with di↵erent masses, computed in
the LAB and in the CoM frame of the tt̄� system, respectively. They are shown at parton level
without any cuts. Next-to-leading order (NLO) corrections and shower e↵ects (NLO+shower)
are also included. Clear di↵erences are now visible between the scalar and pseudoscalar signals,
and also between the distributions computed in the LAB and in the CoM frame.

3

The answer is no - the reason is that the interference term is 
proportional to the quark mass. We have tried with bb and single b 

production.

Not even for a very light scalar.

Azevedo, Capucha, Onofre, RS, JHEP06 (2020) 155.
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Can we use the tth idea for bbh?
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Due to the presence of additional sources of CP-violation and the possibility of ac-1

commodating a strong first-order electroweak phase transition, the C2HDM is a suitable2

framework for an explanation of the baryon asymmetry of the Universe by means of elec-3

troweak baryogenesis. This model has been studied extensively in the literature; see, for4

example, refs. [11–40]. In particular, a full analysis was performed of the C2HDM parameter5

space consistent with the experimental data available at the end of 2017 [26]. The 20176

analysis introduced a new code, C2HDM_HDECAY, implementing the C2HDM in the well-known7

HDECAY program [41, 42], and used also:8

• Signal strength constraints on h125 from the combination of ATLAS and CMS data9

collected at 7TeV and 8TeV [43];10

• HiggsBounds 4.3.1 [44], for data from searches for additional scalars;11

• The electron electric dipole moment (eEDM) limit of 8.7 × 10−29 e.cm [45];12

• The lower bound of 580GeV on the charged Higgs boson mass, mH± , from radiative13

B-meson decays in the Type-II and Flipped models (introduced below) [46].14

Since then, the experimental situation improved considerably on all four fronts. In fact,15

there are new data on both the properties of the h125 (see ref. [47] for a recent summary16

of the LHC Run 2 results from ATLAS) and the searches for additional scalar states, a17

factor of roughly 20 improvement on the eEDM, and improved lower bounds on mH± in18

Type-II and Flipped. In this paper, we analyze the impact of the new experimental data19

on the parameter space of the C2HDM. Specifically, we address the question whether it is20

still experimentally viable that the detected Higgs boson at 125GeV could be coupled to21

down-type quarks and/or charged leptons as a dominantly CP-odd state.2 To this end, we22

confront the model with the following set of recent measurements:23

• The latest LHC data on the h125 signal strengths, including the full Run 2 data collected24

at 13TeV, for the different production and decay modes that have so far been detected.25

We specifically use the ATLAS results summarized in figure 3 of ref. [53], demanding that26

the predicted signal rates agree within 2σ with each individual signal-rate measurement.27

The ATLAS measurements are well in agreement with the corresponding CMS results,28

such that all our conclusions would remain unchanged if instead the CMS results or a29

combination of ATLAS+CMS results were used;30

• The impact of the latest data of direct searches for CP-violation by CMS using angular31

correlations in decay planes of τ leptons produced in Higgs boson decays h125 → τ τ̄ [54],32

setting an upper limit of αhττ < 41◦ on the effective mixing angle between the CP-even33

and CP-odd τ -Yukawa coupling at the 2σ confidence level (which, as we will show, has34

a very strong impact on our analysis);335

2Similar analyses focusing on the LHC Higgs data have been carried out in the past within an effective
field theory framework to describe the Higgs-boson couplings, see, e.g. refs. [48–52].

3Our analysis uses the CMS results, which was published earlier than the corresponding ATLAS results.
ATLAS recently published a similar upper limit of αhττ < 34◦ [55]. Our conclusions would remain unchanged
if a combined CMS+ATLAS limit would be considered.
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Due to the presence of additional sources of CP-violation and the possibility of ac-1

commodating a strong first-order electroweak phase transition, the C2HDM is a suitable2

framework for an explanation of the baryon asymmetry of the Universe by means of elec-3

troweak baryogenesis. This model has been studied extensively in the literature; see, for4

example, refs. [11–40]. In particular, a full analysis was performed of the C2HDM parameter5

space consistent with the experimental data available at the end of 2017 [26]. The 20176

analysis introduced a new code, C2HDM_HDECAY, implementing the C2HDM in the well-known7

HDECAY program [41, 42], and used also:8

• Signal strength constraints on h125 from the combination of ATLAS and CMS data9

collected at 7TeV and 8TeV [43];10

• HiggsBounds 4.3.1 [44], for data from searches for additional scalars;11

• The electron electric dipole moment (eEDM) limit of 8.7 × 10−29 e.cm [45];12

• The lower bound of 580GeV on the charged Higgs boson mass, mH± , from radiative13

B-meson decays in the Type-II and Flipped models (introduced below) [46].14

Since then, the experimental situation improved considerably on all four fronts. In fact,15

there are new data on both the properties of the h125 (see ref. [47] for a recent summary16

of the LHC Run 2 results from ATLAS) and the searches for additional scalar states, a17

factor of roughly 20 improvement on the eEDM, and improved lower bounds on mH± in18

Type-II and Flipped. In this paper, we analyze the impact of the new experimental data19

on the parameter space of the C2HDM. Specifically, we address the question whether it is20

still experimentally viable that the detected Higgs boson at 125GeV could be coupled to21

down-type quarks and/or charged leptons as a dominantly CP-odd state.2 To this end, we22

confront the model with the following set of recent measurements:23

• The latest LHC data on the h125 signal strengths, including the full Run 2 data collected24

at 13TeV, for the different production and decay modes that have so far been detected.25

We specifically use the ATLAS results summarized in figure 3 of ref. [53], demanding that26

the predicted signal rates agree within 2σ with each individual signal-rate measurement.27

The ATLAS measurements are well in agreement with the corresponding CMS results,28

such that all our conclusions would remain unchanged if instead the CMS results or a29

combination of ATLAS+CMS results were used;30

• The impact of the latest data of direct searches for CP-violation by CMS using angular31

correlations in decay planes of τ leptons produced in Higgs boson decays h125 → τ τ̄ [54],32

setting an upper limit of αhττ < 41◦ on the effective mixing angle between the CP-even33

and CP-odd τ -Yukawa coupling at the 2σ confidence level (which, as we will show, has34

a very strong impact on our analysis);335

2Similar analyses focusing on the LHC Higgs data have been carried out in the past within an effective
field theory framework to describe the Higgs-boson couplings, see, e.g. refs. [48–52].

3Our analysis uses the CMS results, which was published earlier than the corresponding ATLAS results.
ATLAS recently published a similar upper limit of αhττ < 34◦ [55]. Our conclusions would remain unchanged
if a combined CMS+ATLAS limit would be considered.
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• The impact of new searches for additional scalars, as compiled in HiggsBounds 5.7.11

and 5.9.1 [44, 56–58] and in the newest HiggsTools 1.1.3 [59], incorporating the newest2

version 6 of HiggsBounds, extending the previous versions by a large set of searches3

that were performed including the full Run 2 data collected at 13TeV;4

• The recent 90% confidence-level limit on the eEDM of 1.1 × 10−29 e.cm reported by the5

ACME collaboration [60] and the most recent limit of 4.1 × 10−30 e.cm measured at6

JILA [61];7

• Updated bounds on the mass of the charged Higgs bosons from measurements of8

radiative B-meson decays (see the discussion in section 3.1).9

We note that in the C2HDM the stringent eEDM bounds can only be evaded either close to the10

CP-conserving limit of the model, or in scenarios where cancellations between diagrams with11

different neutral scalar particles occur [62–64].4 Also, henceforth HB stands for HiggsBounds12

and HT for HiggsTools.13

The paper is organised as follows. In section 2, we describe the parameter space of the14

model and the couplings of the scalars to fermions and gauge bosons, and we present the15

theoretical and experimental constraints used in our analysis. In section 3, we discuss the16

current situation concerning the possibility that the CP-odd components in the couplings17

of fermions to h125 are sizable compared to the respective CP-even components, and thus18

potentially directly detectable at the LHC. We summarize our conclusions in section 4.19

2 The C2HDM20

2.1 Physical parameters21

We follow closely the notation of ref. [26]. In our notation, the vacuum expectation values22

(vevs) of the neutral components of the scalar doublets are ⟨Φ0
i ⟩ = vi/

√
2 (i = 1, 2), where the23

parameters vi can be set to be real and positive without loss of generality due to the freedom24

of field re-definitions of the doublet fields Φi, and v2 = v21 + v22 ≃ 246GeV, tan β = v2/v1.25

The mixing of the neutral scalar particles can be described by three angles αk (k = 1, 2, 3),26

combined in the mixing matrix27

R =

⎛

⎜⎝
c1c2 s1c2 s2

−(c1s2s3 + s1c3) c1c3 − s1s2s3 c2s3
−c1s2c3 + s1s3 −(c1s3 + s1s2c3) c2c3

⎞

⎟⎠ , (2.1)

where the short-hand notation sk ≡ sinαk and ck ≡ cosαk has been used, and, without28

loss of generality,29

−π/2 < α1 ≤ π/2, −π/2 < α2 ≤ π/2, −π/2 ≤ α3 ≤ π/2. (2.2)

We will make use of a mass-ordered notation in which the neutral scalar masses obey30

m1 < m2 < m3. Following ref. [26], we will describe the scalar sector of the C2HDM in31

4The contributions from the muon EDM and from non-leptonic EDMs are currently less stringent [26] and
will not be considered here.

– 3 –

Recently we came back to analyse 
this scenario with all new data.
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Figure 1. CP-odd vs. CP-even component in the h125bb̄ coupling of allowed parameter points in
Type-II, assuming h2 = h125. Left panel: LHC 2017 data on h125 and constraints from beyond-SM
(BSM) scalar searches at 7 and 8TeV using HB-4.3.1. Right panel: LHC 2022 data on h125 and
constraints from BSM scalars including 13TeV data using HT-1.1.3. The light green points are
consistent with the old eEDM of 8.7 × 10−29 e.cm [45, 76], the dark green points with the more
recent ACME result 1.1 × 10−29 e.cm [60]. The dark red points obey the currently strongest limit
on the eEDM 4.1 × 10−30 e.cm reported by JILA [61]. The fermion masses in the loops of diagrams
contributing to the eEDM were taken as pole masses. The limit αhττ < 41◦ [54] from searches for
CP-violation in angular correlations of τ leptons in h125 → τ τ̄ decays has not been applied in either
of the plots in this figure.

So far, we have not yet applied the recent direct bound on a CP-odd coupling component1

from the angular correlations of τ leptons in h125 → τ τ̄ decays [54, 55]. In the Type-II model,2

the down-type quarks are coupled to the neutral scalars in the same way as the charged3

leptons, such that ce,ob = ce,oτ . It follows that, in this type, the recent bound αhττ < 41◦4

has to be taken into account in the study of the CP properties of h125bb̄. The limit on5

αhττ has not been applied in either of the plots in figure 1. Requiring that αhbb < 41◦,6

with αhbb = tan−1 |cob |/|ceb| = αhττ , excludes the possibility of |cob | ≫ |ceb| in the right panel7

of figure 1. Nevertheless, the interesting possibility that |cob | ≃ |ceb| (and therefore also8

|coτ | ≃ |ceτ |) would still be allowed.9

The above conclusions in the Type-II crucially depend on a significant fine-tuning of the10

model parameters in order to be compatible with the stringent experimental upper bounds11

on the eEDM. These limits can be evaded only as a result of a cancellation between different12

contributions to the eEDM at two-loop level in the perturbative expansion (as discussed in13

more detail below). This cancellation gives rise to a strong dependence of the predicted eEDM14

on the model parameters, including the values for the masses of the fermions that appear as15

virtual particles in the loops of Barr-Zee type diagrams [94]. The corresponding amplitudes are16

proportional to the mass of the fermion appearing in the loop. Consequently, the numerically17

relevant contributions stem from diagrams with an internal top quark, bottom quark, or τ18

lepton. At the two-loop level, it is formally consistent to choose different renomalization19

– 8 –

Difference between old 
and new LHC data (left 
and right) and old and 
new eEDM (light and 

dark points). Limit from 
tau angle not included.

The strange CP scenario - type II - bbh coupling

Note that most 
scenarios were already 
excluded in the 2017 
study. That is why we 
start with the second 
Higgs being the 125 

GeV one. In this case h1 
is lighter than h2.
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Figure 2. CP-odd vs. CP-even component in the h125bb̄ coupling of allowed parameter points in
Type-II, assuming h2 = h125. All points obey the current experimental limit on the eEDM [61], where
here the masses of the fermions in the loops of diagrams contributing to the eEDM were taken to be
the running masses at the MZ scale (see text for details). Also applied are the constraints from the
h125 cross section measurements using LHC 2022 data collected at 13TeV. The left panel does not
include the LHC constraints on the extra scalars while in the right panel these constraints are applied
including the most recent searches at 13TeV using HT-1.1.3.

prescriptions for the fermion masses [95], and different approaches have been applied in the1

literature. The two most common choices have been to use either MS running masses at2

the scale MZ (mt(MZ),mb(MZ),mτ (MZ)), see e.g. refs. [16, 33, 96], or pole masses for top3

quark and τ lepton in combination with the running bottom-quark mass at the scale mb4

(mt,mb(mb),mτ ), see e.g. refs. [26, 27, 35, 40, 52]. In the analysis discussed above, we have5

used the latter possibility for the eEDM predictions. In the following, we will discuss the6

modifications resulting from choosing the running masses at the scale MZ .7

To this end, we generated a new set of parameter points in the Type-II which all satisfy8

the current experimental limit on the eEDM with the eEDM computed using the running9

masses at MZ . Moreover, the parameter points fulfill the other experimental and theoretical10

constraints discussed in section 2.2, with the exception of the constraints from BSM scalar11

searches at the LHC and from direct searches for CP-violation in h125 → τ τ̄ decays. The12

resulting parameter points are shown in the plane of CP-odd vs. CP-even components of the13

h125bb̄ coupling in the left plot of figure 2. One can see that, before the cross-section limits14

from the LHC searches are applied, the results are very similar to the case shown in the right15

plot of figure 1, where the eEDM was computed using the on-shell (OS) prescription for the16

top-quark and τ -lepton masses in combination with mb(mb). However, after applying the17

LHC constraints from searches for additional scalars (see the discussion below for details),18

the only still viable parameter points are situated very close to the alignment limit, as is19

shown in the right plot of figure 2. Hence, if the eEDM is computed using the running masses20

at the scale MZ , we find that it is incompatible to have both sizable CP-odd components in21

the h125bb̄ coupling and agreement with the experimental upper limit on the eEDM and with22

– 9 –

The strange CP scenario - type II - bbh coupling

The conclusions from the previous slide, 
in the Type-II, crucially depend on a 
significant fine-tuning of the model 

parameters in order to be compatible 
with the stringent experimental upper 

bounds on the eEDM.  

These limits can be evaded only as a 
result of a cancellation between 

different  contributions to the eEDM at 
two-loop level in the perturbative 

expansion.  

This cancellation gives rise to a strong 
dependence of the predicted eEDM on 

the model parameters, including the 
values for the masses of the fermions 
that appear as virtual particles in the 

loops of Barr-Zee type diagrams.
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Figure 4. CP-odd vs. CP-even component in the h125τ τ̄ coupling for the allowed parameter points
in the LS model, assuming h1 = h125, using 13TeV LHC Higgs data on h125 collected until 2022 and
constraints from BSM scalar searches included in HT-1.1.3. In the left panel, the limit αhττ < 41◦

from angular correlations of τ leptons in h125 → τ τ̄ decays is not applied, whereas the right panel
includes this limit. Colour code as in figure 1.

Figure 5. Same as in figure 4, but for h2 = h125.

3.2.2 h2 = h1251

The case with the second lightest neutral scalar h2 acting as h125 is similar to the case2

where h1 = h125, as can be seen in figure 5. Here, we show the same as in figure 4, but now3

for h2 = h125. As in the previous case, a parameter region with |coτ | ≫ |ceτ | still remains4

after the application of all current experimental constraints from the LHC and the eEDM.5

Consequently, also the mass hierarchy with h2 = h125 is subject to new constraints on the6

parameter space coming from the LHC measurement of CP violating effects in h125 → τ τ̄7

decays, still leaving the interesting possibility of |coτ | ≃ |ceτ | though.8

– 13 –

The strange CP scenario - type LS - tautauh coupling

All data included in type 
LS except  limit from 
tau angle included only 

in the right plot.

LHC (direct) 
experiments give us 
information beyond 

EDMs. 
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Figure 7. CP-odd vs. CP-even component in the h125bb̄ coupling for allowed parameter points in the
Flipped model, assuming h1 = h125. Left panel: LHC 2017 data on h125 and constraints from BSM
scalar searches at 7 and 8TeV included in HB-4.3.1. Right panel: LHC 2022 data on h125, constraints
from BSM scalar searches including searches at 13TeV using HT-1.1.3 and the latest eEDM limit.
Colour code as in figure 1.

decreases the width of the rings on which allowed parameter points can be found. We see a1

more significant difference between the left and the right plot of figure 7 as a result of new2

constraints from LHC searches for additional scalars at 13TeV. In particular, searches for3

one heavy Higgs boson decaying into a Z and another Higgs boson, both by ATLAS [100]4

and CMS [101], together with the latest eEDM results — precludes the situation where5

ceb ≃ 0, which is thus not visible in the right panel of figure 7. One should note here that,6

in the CP-conserving limit of the 2HDM with h125 predicted to be CP-even as in the SM,7

the decay hi → Zh125 is only allowed for a CP-odd state hi, whereas there is no coupling8

between a Z boson and two CP-even scalars. If, on the other hand, h125 carries a CP-odd9

admixture, both heavier neutral scalars h2 and h3 can decay into a Z boson and h125. It10

follows that searches for heavier Higgs bosons decaying into the 125GeV Higgs boson and a11

Z-boson are exceptionally important if CP-violation is present in the scalar sector (see also12

refs. [21, 23, 24]). In our case, indeed, they exclude large parts of figure 7 with |ceb| < 1. This13

is a confirmation of the important physical insight gained during Run 2 and, in this particular14

instance, on the crucial new bounds placed on the production of additional Higgs bosons.15

As a result of the application of the 13TeV BSM scalar searches, there is no further16

impact from the CMS constraints on αhττ [54]. We observe that, at the current level of17

experimental precision, the direct limit on αhττ does not yet play a role in the CP properties18

of the coupling h125bb̄. This is expected by the fact that, in the Flipped type, the h125τ τ̄19

and the h125bb̄ couplings are independent parameters, according to Φu = Φℓ ̸= Φd. In the20

end, then, the situation that was shown to be possible in ref. [26] (left panel of figure 7) is21

reduced to almost vanishing CP-odd components, cob . These would not be observable directly22

at the LHC, due to the combination of the new results from the eEDM (dark red points)23

and searches for additional scalars at the LHC.24

– 15 –

The strange CP scenario - type Flipped - bbh coupling

Difference between old 
and new LHC data (left 
and right) and old and 
new eEDM (light and 

dark points).

Wrong sign scenario.
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Type I II LS Flipped
h1 = h125 × × τ ×
h2 = h125 × × τ ×
h3 = h125 × × τ ×

Table 3. Current results for the large Yukawa couplings. A cross means that it is not possible to
have large CP-odd couplings, i.e. |c0| ! |ce|. The notation τ means that co/ce is limited by the direct
searches for CP-violating angular correlations of τ leptons in h125 → τ τ̄ decays [54]. Underlined
crosses indicate a change from allowed (") to excluded (×) compared to the previous analysis carried
out in 2017 [26].

in the LS case, and only in this case. We find values of αhττ that would be directly1

observable at the LHC by measurements of angular correlations of final state τ leptons2

in h125 → τ τ̄ decays. Consequently, in the LS type, the recently reported 2σ confidence-3

level limits of αhττ < 41◦ from CMS [54] and of αhττ < 34◦ from ATLAS [55] give4

rise to new constraints on the C2HDM parameter space, excluding previously allowed5

parameter space regions. According to our findings, if in the future a non-vanishing6

value of αhττ were measured at the LHC, this would point towards the LS type, allowing7

to experimentally distinguish this type from the other Yukawa types of the C2HDM.8

Since all possible mass hierarchies of neutral scalars were shown to be compatible with9

sizable values of αhττ , a possible future detection of a CP-violating h125τ τ̄ coupling10

would not decide whether the detected Higgs boson at 125GeV would correspond to11

the lightest, the second-lightest or the heaviest neutral scalar of the C2HDM.12

Flipped: In this type, one has coτ = cot . Hence, the circumstance that |cot | is already strin-13

gently constrained from signal-rate measurements of h125 renders the aforementioned14

constraints on αhττ irrelevant. On the other hand, the possibility |cob | > |ceb| was15

previously allowed, assuming that the 125GeV Higgs boson is the lightest neutral16

scalar. Here, we demonstrated that this possibility is now also forbidden in this type of17

the C2HDM, due to the LHC’s improved bounds from searches for extra scalars (in18

combination with the other experimental constraints). The most relevant searches are19

those involving one heavy Higgs boson decaying into a Z and another Higgs boson,20

both by ATLAS [100] and CMS [101]. Additionally, the more recent eEDM bounds [61]21

constrain cob to lie very close to zero.22

In summary, we have shown that the possibility of sizable CP-odd components |co| ≃ |ce|23

in the couplings of the 125GeV Higgs boson is only allowed in the LS cases (all mass24

orderings), where the CP-violation appears in the couplings of the Higgs boson to τ leptons.25

The possible amount of CP-violation is then limited ultimately by the direct searches for26

CP-violation in angular correlations between τ leptons produced in Higgs boson decays. These27

measurements have been performed by both ATLAS and CMS utilizing the full Run 2 dataset.28

The measurements are currently statistically limited. The anticipated future improvements29

on their experimental precision will be paramount to our understanding of the C2HDM30

and its phenomenology at the LHC, as well as of the extent to which the shortcomings of31

the SM can be addressed in this model.32

– 17 –

Can we still find large Yukawa couplings?

Conclusions for the strange CP scenario



More CP-violation from loops



ℒhZZ = κ
m2

Z

v
hZμZμ +

α
v

hZμ∂α∂αZμ +
β
v

hZμνZμν +
γ
v

hZμνZ̃μν

Only term in the C2HDM (and SM) at tree-level

iΓμν
hWW = i(g2mw) gμν (1 + aW −

bW1

m2
W

(k1 . k2)) +
bW2

m2
W

kν
1 kμ

2 +
cW

m2
W

ϵμνρσk1ρ . k2σ)

ℳ(hW+W−) ∼ aW+W−

1 m2
Wϵ*W+ϵ*W− + aW+W−

3 f *+
μν f̃ *− μν

P-violating, CP violation

The most general Lorentz invariant Lagrangian is

CP violation from loops (hWW)
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ℳ(hW+W−) ∼ aW+W−

1 m2
Wϵ*W+ϵ*W− + aW+W−

3 f *+
μν f̃ *− μν

Term in the SM at tree-level  
but also in models with CP-violation

Term coming from a CPV operator. 
Contribution from the Sm at 2-loop

aW+W−

3

aW+W−
1

∈ [−0.81, 0.31]

experimental bound from atlas and cms

In this case we start with the most general WWh vertex

CP violation from loops (hWW)

CMS collaboration, PRD100 (2019) 112002.

ATLAS collaboration, EPJC 76 (2016) 658.

The SM contribution should be proportional 

to the Jarlskog invariant J = Im(VudVcd
∗ 

VcsVcd
∗ ) = 3.00×10−5 . the CPV hW+W− vertex 

can only be generated at two-loop. 

The constraints on fai cosðϕaiÞ appear relatively tight
compared to similar constraints utilizing the H boson
decay information, e.g., in Ref. [17]. This is because
the cross section in VBF and VH production increases
quickly with fai. The definition of fai in Eq. (3) uses the
cross section ratios defined in the H → 2e2μ decay as the
common convention across various measurements.
Because the cross section increases with respect to fai
at different rates for production and decay, relatively
small values of fai correspond to a substantial anomalous
contribution to the production cross section. This leads
to the plateau in the −2 lnðL=LmaxÞ distributions for
larger values of fai cosðϕaiÞ in Fig. 10. If we had used
the cross section ratios for VBF production in the fai
definition in Eq. (3), the appearance of the plateau and the
narrow exclusion range would change. For example, the
68% C.L. upper constraint on fa3 cosðϕa3Þ < 0.00093 is
dominated by the VBF production information. If we
were to use the VBF cross section ratio σVBF1 =σVBF3 ¼
0.089 in the fVBFa3 definition in Eq. (3), this would
correspond to the upper constraint fVBFa3 cosðϕa3Þ < 0.064
at 68% C.L.
The observed maximum value of −2 lnðL=LmaxÞ is

somewhat different from expectation and between the
four analyses, mostly due to statistical fluctuations in the
distribution of events across the dedicated discriminants
and other observables, leading to different significances
of the observed signal driven by VBF and VH production.
In particular, the best-fit values for ðμV; μfÞ in the four
analyses, under the assumption that fai ¼ 0, are ð0.55$
0.48; 1.03þ0.45

−0.40Þ at fa3¼0, ð0.72þ0.48
−0.46 ;0.89

þ0.43
−0.37Þ at fa2 ¼ 0,

ð0.92þ0.44
−0.45 ; 0.82

þ0.46
−0.38Þ at fΛ1 ¼ 0, and ð0.94þ0.48

−0.46 ; 0.79$
0.40Þ at fZγΛ1 ¼ 0. This results in a somewhat lower yield
of VBF and VH events observed in the first two cases,
leading to lower confidence levels in constraints on
fa3 cosðϕa3Þ and fa2 cosðϕa2Þ.
In the fa3 analysis, a simultaneous measurement of fa3

and fggHa3 is performed. These are the parameters sensitive to
CP in the VBF and gluon fusion processes, respectively.
Both the observed and expected exclusions from the null
hypothesis for any BSM gluon fusion scenario with either
MELA or the ΔΦJJ observable are below one standard
deviation.

VIII. COMBINATION OF RESULTS
WITH OTHER CHANNELS

The precision of the coupling measurements can be
improved by combining the results in the H → ττ channel,
presented here, with those of other H boson decay
channels. A combination is possible only with those
channels where anomalous couplings in the VH, VBF,
and gluon fusion processes are taken into account in the
fit in a consistent way. If it is not done, the kinematics
of the associated jets and of the H boson would not be

modeled correctly for BSM values of the fai or fggHa3
parameters.
In the example of the CP fit, in the stand-alone fit

with the H → ττ channel, the parameters of interest are
fa3 cosðϕa3Þ, fggHa3 cosðϕggH

a3 Þ, μHττ
V , and μHττ

f . When report-
ing one parameter, all other parameters are profiled. In a
combined fit of theH → ττ andH → VV channels, such as
in Ref. [17], in principle there are four signal strength
parameters in the two channels (μHττ

V , μHττ
f , μHVV

V , μHVV
f ).

However, this can be reduced to three parameters because
the ratio between the VBFþ VH and gluon fusion cross
sections is expected to be the same in each of the two
channels, that is μHττ

V =μHττ
f ¼ μHVV

V =μHVV
f . Therefore, the

three signal strength parameters are chosen as μV , μf , and
ητ, where the last one is the relative strength of theH boson
coupling to the τ leptons. We should note that, as discussed
earlier, the HWW couplings are analyzed together with the
HZZ couplings assuming aZZi ¼ aWW

i . The results can be
reinterpreted for a different assumption of the aZZi =aWW

i
ratio [17]. In the combined likelihood fit, all common
systematic uncertainties are correlated between the chan-
nels, both theoretical uncertainties, such as those due to the
PDFs, and experimental uncertainties, such as jet energy
calibration.
The results using the H → ττ decay are combined with

those presented in Ref. [17] using the on-shell H → 4l
decay. The latter employs results from Run 1 (from 2011
and 2012) and Run 2 (from 2015, 2016, and 2017) with
data corresponding to integrated luminosities of 5.1, 19.7,
and 80.2 fb−1 at center-of-mass energies 7, 8, and 13 TeV,
respectively. In this analysis, information about HVV
anomalous couplings both in VBFþ VH production and
in H → VV → 4l decay is used. In all cases, the signal
strength parameters are profiled, and the parameters
common to the two analyses are correlated. The combined
68% C.L. and 95% C.L. intervals are presented in Table III,
and the likelihood scans are shown in Fig. 11. While the
constraints at large values of fai are predominantly driven
by the decay information in the H → VV analysis, the
constraints in the narrow range of fai near 0 are dominated
by the production information where the H → ττ channel

TABLE III. Allowed 68% C.L. (central values with uncertain-
ties) and 95% C.L. (in square brackets) intervals on anomalous
coupling parameters using a combination of the H → ττ and
H → 4l [17] decay channels.

Observed=ð10−3Þ Expected=ð10−3Þ
Parameter 68% C.L. 95% C.L. 68% C.L. 95% C.L.

fa3 cosðϕa3Þ 0.00$ 0.27 ½−92; 14' 0.00$ 0.23 ½−1.2; 1.2'
fa2 cosðϕa2Þ 0.08þ1.04

−0.21 ½−1.1; 3.4' 0.0þ1.3
−1.1 ½−4.0; 4.2'

fΛ1 cosðϕΛ1Þ 0.00þ0.53
−0.09 ½−0.4; 1.8' 0.00þ0.48

−0.12 ½−0.5; 1.7'
fZγΛ1 cosðϕ

Zγ
Λ1Þ 0.0þ1.1

−1.3 ½−6.5; 5.7' 0.0þ2.6
−3.6 ½−11; 8.0'

A.M. SIRUNYAN et al. PHYS. REV. D 100, 112002 (2019)

112002-18

CMS collaboration, ArXiv:2205.05120v1.
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the anomalous HVV and Hgg coupling measurements is improved by combining the H ! tt
and H ! 4` decay channels, where we consider H production via VBF, VH, and ggH. We
additionally constrain the anomalous Htt couplings by combining the ggH ! tt/4` and
ttH/tH ! gg/4` channels.

For all combinations, each H decay channel treats anomalous couplings in H production pro-
cesses in the likelihood in a consistent manner. As with the H ! tt only fits, in the likelihood
fit for a given parameter the values of the other anomalous couplings are set to zero with the
exception of the fits to fa3 and f

ggH
a3 , and the signal strength parameters are profiled in the

combined likelihood fit. The number of signal strength parameters in the combined fit can
be reduced by using a relationship between the production cross section ratios. For example,
there are in principle four signal strength parameters for the combination of the H ! tt and
H ! 4` channels (µtt

qqH, µtt
ggH, µZZ

qqH, µZZ
ggH). However, one degree of freedom is removed be-

cause the ratio between the ggH and VBF+VH cross sections is the same in both channels,
µtt

qqH/µtt
ggH = µZZ

qqH/µZZ
ggH. Therefore, we can parameterize the combined fit with three signal

strength parameters µqqH, µggH, and ht , where ht stands for the relative strength of the H cou-
pling to the t leptons. For the combination with the ttH and tH results using the H ! 4` and
H ! gg channels, the signal strengths µZZ

ttH and µgg
ttH are not related for the f

Htt
CP

measurement
because they could differ by the loop involved in the H ! gg decay. In the EFT approach, the
fully-resolved loop parameterization following Ref. [46] is used to correlate them. All common
systematic uncertainties are treated as being correlated between the channels in the combined
likelihood fit.

The measurements of anomalous Hgg and HVV couplings using the MELA method are com-
bined with the results using the on-shell H ! 4` decay [21]. In the H ! 4` analysis, anomalous
HVV couplings can affect both production (VBF+VH) and decay (H ! VV ! 4`) processes.
Information from both processes is taken into account in the analysis. The combination im-
proves the limits on the anomalous coupling parameters typically by about 20–50%.

The combined likelihood scans for the HVV anomalous coupling measurements are shown
in Figs. 11–12, and the allowed 68 and 95% CL intervals are listed in Table 9. The H ! tt
channel results mainly constrain small values of fai where the H production information is the
dominant factor, whereas the H ! 4` analysis provides major constraints at large values of fai

based on the decay information.

Table 9: Allowed 68% (central values with uncertainties) and 95% CL (in square brackets) in-
tervals on anomalous HVV coupling parameters using the H ! tt and H ! 4` [21] decay
channels, using two approaches described in Section 2 that define the relationship between the
a

WW
i

and a
ZZ
i

couplings.

Approach Parameter Observed/(10�3) Expected/(10�3)

68% CL 95% CL 68% CL 95% CL

Approach 1

fa3 0.20+0.26
�0.16 [�0.01, 0.88] 0.00 ± 0.05 [�0.21, 0.21]

fa2 0.7+0.8
�0.6 [�1.0, 2.5] 0.0+0.5

�0.4 [�1.1, 1.2]
fL1 �0.04+0.04

�0.08 [�0.22, 0.16] 0.00+0.11
�0.04 [�0.11, 0.38]

f
Zg
L1 0.7+1.6

�1.3 [�2.7, 4.1] 0.0+1.0
�1.0 [�2.6, 2.5]

Approach 2 fa3 0.28+0.39
�0.23 [�0.01, 1.28] 0.00 ± 0.08 [�0.30, 0.30]

The combined likelihood scans for the Hgg anomalous coupling measurements are shown in
Fig. 13, and the allowed 68 and 95% CL intervals are listed in Table 10. The H ! tt channel is

The bound has improved at least two orders of magnitude

R. Santos, SMLH2024,  Rome, 7 May 2024 34



CCPV = 2
a W +W −

3

aW+W−
1

the c2HDM

Is it worth it?Starting with f=t and f’=b

And because f=b and f’=t can also contribute, the final result is

Using all experimental (and 
theoretical) bounds

CP violation from loops (hWW)
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Summary

Direct searches for a CP-odd component in the Higgs Yukawa couplings gives information that 
cannot be obtained from the eEDMs. 

So far only tau and top couplings were probed directly for CP-odd components.  

Combination of data (with eEDMs) has shown to be crucial to probe the entire parameter space 
of the models, including the searches for new scalars. 

Anomalous couplings experimental information is moving closer to the largest theoretical 
estimates in simple models with CP-violation in the scalar sector. 

SM measurements are the starting point to probe BSM models.  

R. Santos, SMLH2024,  Rome, 7 May 2024



The End



Dark matter from tt



Dark Matter from tt - what if there is a very light scalar hidden in tt?
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Azevedo, Capucha, Chaves, Martins, Onofre, RS, JHEP 11 (2023) 125
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Figure 5. The b4 (left) and ∆φℓ+ℓ− (right) distributions for scalar and pseudo-scalar signals (dashed
curves) together with the SM processes (full lines) with dileptonic final states, are represented after
event selection and kinematic reconstruction (exp), for a reference luminosity of 100 fb−1. Scaling
factors are applied to the scalar and pseudo-scalar signals for convenience.
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Figure 6. Missing transverse energy (ET ) distributions for scalar and pseudo-scalar signals (dashed
curves) together with the SM processes (full lines) with dileptonic final states, are represented after
event selection and kinematic reconstruction (exp), for a reference luminosity of 100 fb−1. Scaling
factors are applied to the scalar and pseudo-scalar signals for convenience.
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We used the simplified DM model DMsimp where, besides the scalar Y0 boson, we also have a dark sector that 
couples only to Y0. We focus only on the couplings to the top. We do not see (or look for) Y0 that is supposed to be 
very light
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already performed be used to limit the couplings of DM particles for very light invisible
particles? One should note that from the point of view of high energy collider physics we
are really exploring the case of a zero DM mass particle which means that we are spanning
DM masses from the scenarios of ultra-light particles to a few GeV in mass. That is, for
LHC energies, masses below about 1GeV are for all practical purposes equal to zero. Still
we will also show how the tt̄ analysis performs in the case of a 125GeV scalar.

In order to implement our idea we consider a new mediator that couples to both DM
and to the SM particles. We study the possibility of using previous mainstream experimental
analysis of pp → tt̄ in the di-leptonic channel to gauge the impact of a spin-0 DM mediator
(JCP = 0±) in the associated production process tt̄Y0. The analysis is performed within the
description of simplified models of DM production at the LHC, where the DM mediator (Y0)
couples to the top-quarks proportionally to the top mass. The results are presented as a
function of the modifier of this new Yukawa coupling. This is a convenient approach, as the
LHC can explore a large spectrum of DM mediator masses and coupling strengths, allowing
to access the CP-nature of these mediators, in case they exist even as mixed CP states.

This paper is organised as follows: the simplified DM model, the relevant parameters
and the angular observables we used, are presented in section 2. The event generation and
simulation are described in section 3 and, in section 4, the event selection and kinematic
reconstruction are discussed. Our results are presented in section 5 and the main conclusions
are described in section 6.

2 The DM Lagrangian

In our study, we used the simplified DM model DMsimp [22] where, besides the scalar Y0
boson, we also have a dark sector that couples only to Y0. In our paper, we will remain
agnostic to the latter, focusing solely on the interaction between the Y0 DM mediator to
the SM content. In particular, we will assume Yukawa couplings proportional to the mass
of the respective SM particle and hence dedicate ourselves exclusively to top quarks. The
Lagrangian density can thus be simplified and written as follows

LY0
SM = yt33√

2
t̄(gSu33 + igPu33γ5)tY0 , (2.1)

where the gS/Pu33 are the CP-even/-odd couplings of the DM mediator (Y0) to top quarks,
respectively. They are normalized to the SM Yukawa couplings, yfii =

√
2mf/v. The scalar

hypothesis (CP=+1) is given by setting gSu33 = 1 and gPu33 = 0 and for the pseudo-scalar
scenario (CP=-1) we set gSu33 = 0 and gPu33 = 1. When both gS/Pu33 ̸= 0, the interaction has
both CP-even and -odd components and is thus CP-violating.

Note that eq. (2.1) is valid for any extension of the SM that has a CP-violating scalar
sector, provided CP-violation does not have origin in a dark sector [23]. The specific
extension will determine the mixing between the SM Higgs and all other charge zero scalars
and consequently will allow us to write the g couplings as a function of the mixing angles.
It can happen that in some cases the LHC bounds stemming from the measurement of
the SM Higgs couplings result in stronger constraints than the ones obtained in this work.
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The b4 and ∆φl+l− distributions were then used to set confidence level limits (CLs) on the exclusion of the SM with a 
new CP-mixed massless DM mediator particle, Y0, assuming the SM hypothesis as the null hypothesis (Scenario 1).
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Figure 5. The b4 (left) and ∆φℓ+ℓ− (right) distributions for scalar and pseudo-scalar signals (dashed
curves) together with the SM processes (full lines) with dileptonic final states, are represented after
event selection and kinematic reconstruction (exp), for a reference luminosity of 100 fb−1. Scaling
factors are applied to the scalar and pseudo-scalar signals for convenience.
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Figure 6. Missing transverse energy (ET ) distributions for scalar and pseudo-scalar signals (dashed
curves) together with the SM processes (full lines) with dileptonic final states, are represented after
event selection and kinematic reconstruction (exp), for a reference luminosity of 100 fb−1. Scaling
factors are applied to the scalar and pseudo-scalar signals for convenience.
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Figure 7. CLs for the exclusion of the SM with a massless DM mediator, Y0, with mixed scalar and
pseudo-scalar couplings with the top quarks, against the SM as null hypothesis, for the ∆φ between
the charged leptons, ∆φℓ+ℓ− (left), and b4 (right) observables. Limits are shown for a luminosity of
L = 200 fb−1.

Exclusion Limits L = 200 fb−1 L = 3000 fb−1

from ∆φl+l− (68% CL) (95% CL) (68% CL) (95% CL)

mY0 = 0GeV
gSu33 ∈ [-0.067, +0.067] [-0.125, +0.125] [-0.022, +0.022] [-0.052, +0.052]
gPu33 ∈ [-0.91, +0.91] [-1.71, +1.71] [-0.44, +0.44] [-0.85, +0.85]

Table 1. Exclusion limits for the tt̄Y0 CP-couplings for fixed luminosities of 200 fb−1 and 3000 fb−1

of the SM plus Y0, assuming the SM as the null hypothesis. The limits are shown at confidence
levels of 68% and 95%, for the ∆φl+l− variable.

from the first year of RUN 3, i.e., L ∼ 200 fb−1. The CL limits are shown as contour plots
in the (gSu33 , g

P
u33) 2D plane. It is clear that the CLs are identical for both observables, in

this scenario.
The CLs are also evaluated, for Scenario 1, for the full luminosity expected at the end

of the High-Luminosisty phase of the LHC (HL-LHC), for L = 3000 fb−1, using the ∆φℓ+ℓ−

distribution. The resulting 68% and 95% exclusion limits, for both luminosity values, are in
table 1. For L = 3000 fb−1, we observe a substantial improvement by factors of 2 to 3, on
the exclusion limits. Quite similar results where obtained when using a simple counting
experiment. This leads us to conclude that the observable choice has little to no impact on
the exclusion limits in this scenario and the DM mediator production cross section is, in
itself, the dominant factor.

For completeness, an alternative scenario was considered (Scenario 2), where we assumed
as null hypothesis the SM plus a pure CP-even DM mediator of mass 0GeV. The main
goal of this scenario is to quantify how well could the mixed state be excluded from a
pure CP-even mediator, in case of a discovery. This scenario was explored by using the
∆φℓ+ℓ− distribution as well as the simple counting experiment used above for Scenario 1.
The results are shown in figure 8. Here, however, the difference between both distributions
is quite clear, i.e., the 68% CLs are much worse in the latter case. This indicates that,
in Scenario 2, in contrast with Scenario 1, the chosen observable will have an important

– 10 –

For this scenario, the exclusion plots are

Dark Matter from tt - what if there is a very light scalar hidden in tt?



Φ1 =
ϕ+

1
1

2
(v1 + ρ1 + iη1)

Φ2 =
ϕ+

2
1

2
(v2+ρ2 + iη2) ΦS = vS+ρS

magenta + blue ⟹ RxSM (also CxSM)

with fields

V = m2
11 |Φ1 |2 +m 2

22 |Φ2 |2 − m2
12 (Φ†

1Φ2 + h . c.)+
m2

S

2
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(Φ†
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Φ4

S +
λ7

2
(Φ†

1Φ1)Φ2
S+

λ8

2
(Φ†

2Φ2)Φ2
S

magenta + black ⟹ 2HDM (also C2HDM)

magenta + black + blue + red ⟹ N2HDM

magenta ⟹ SM

Particle (type) spectrum 
depends on the symmetries 

imposed 
on the model, and whether they 

are  
spontaneously broken or not. 

  
The one with the larger 

spectrum is the N2HDM with 
two charged and four neutral 

particles.

softly broken Z2 2HDM : Φ1 → Φ1; Φ2 → − Φ2

softly broken Z2 N 2HDM : Φ1 → Φ1; Φ2 → − Φ2; ΦS → ΦS

exact Z′ 2 N 2HDM : Φ1 → Φ1; Φ2 → Φ2; ΦS → − ΦS

• m2
12 and λ5 real 2HDM

• m2
12 and λ5 complex C2HDM

All potentials in one slide

3

Allows for a decoupling limit

, dark matter, IDMv2 = 0

Complex version - CP-violation

, singlet dark mattervS = 0

R. Santos, SMLH2024,  Rome, 7 May 2024
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Effective Lagrangian (CMS notation)

aW+W−

3

aW+W−
1

= cW ∈ [−0.81, 0.31]

What are the experiments doing?

CMS collaboration, PRD100 (2019) 112002.
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Is it worth it?

Very complicated, so you estimate

The SM contribution arise from the CKM phase δ, and should therefore be proportional to 

the Jarlskog invariant J = Im(VudVcd
∗ VcsVcd

∗ ) = 3.00×10−5 . So, the CPV hW+W− vertex can 

only be generated at two-loop so that we have enough CKM matrix element insertions in 
the corresponding Feynman diagrams.  

SM estimate

44



CCPV = 2
a W +W −

3

aW+W−
1the c2HDM

Is it worth it?

Starting with f=t and f’=b

We can now extract the operator for this case

And because f=b and f’=t can also contribute, the final result is

Using the bounds 
calculated before.

45

Huang, Morais, RS, JHEP 01 (2021) 168 



Back to experiment

If indeed it is worth it, let us look at other processes 
to look for CP-violation in VVh

iΓμν
hWW = i(g2mw)[gμν (1 + aW −

bW1

m2
W

(k1 . k2)) +
bW2

m2
W

kν
1 kμ

2 +
cW

m2
W

ϵμνρσk1ρ . k2σ)]

Barrué, MSc thesis, 2020

46

Godbole, Miller, Mohan, White, JHEP 15 (2015) 4.

Barrué, Conde-Muiño, Dao, RS, work in progress

Pre-Preliminary!  
Slide from Ricardo 
Barrué MSc thesis.



6. Constraints on anomalous HZZ couplings and the Higgs boson width using on-shell and
off-shell measurements 25

found to have a negligible effect on the results for fa3 cos (fa3) using either on-shell and off-
shell events combined or only on-shell events, so only scenario S1 is shown. In the case of GH
limits, theoretical systematic uncertainties are dominant over experimental ones. The dominant
theoretical systematic effect comes from the uncertainty in the NLO EW correction on the qq !
4` simulation above the 2mZ threshold, but this uncertainty is also expected to be constrained
from data with an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb�1. Limits on GH are also given for an
approximate S2 in which the experimental uncertainties are not reduced, while the theoretical
uncertainties are halved with respect to S1. The 10% additional uncertainty applied on the
QCD NNLO K factor on the gg background process is kept the same in this approximated S2
in order to remain conservative on the understanding of these corrections for this background
component. It is also noted that the uncertainties on the signal and background QCD NNLO K
factors are smaller in the Run 2 analysis [47] than in previous projections using Run 1 data [48].

Table 10: Summary of the 95% CL intervals for fa3 cos (fa3), under the assumption GH = GSM
H ,

and for GH under the assumption fai = 0 for projections at 3000 fb�1. Constraints on
fa3 cos (fa3) are multiplied by 104. Values are given for scenarios S1 (with Run 2 systematic
uncertainties [47]) and the approximate S2 scenario, as described in the text.

Parameter Scenario Projected 95% CL interval
fa3 cos (fa3) ⇥ 104 S1, only on-shell [�1.8, 1.8]
fa3 cos (fa3) ⇥ 104 S1, on-shell and off-shell [�1.6, 1.6]

GH ( MeV) S1 [2.0, 6.1]
GH ( MeV) S2 [2.0, 6.0]
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Figure 17: Likelihood scans for projections on fa3 cos (fa3) (left) and GH (right) at 3000 fb�1.
On the left plot, the scans are shown using either the combination of on-shell and off-shell
events (red) or only on-shell events (blue). The dashed lines represent the effect of removing
all systematic uncertainties. In the right plot, scenarios S2 (solid magenta) and S1 (dotted red)
are compared to the case where all systematic uncertainties (dashed black) are removed. The
dashed horizontal lines indicate the 68% and 95% CLs. The fa3 cos (fa3) scans assume GH =
GSM

H , and the GH scans assume fai = 0.

Sensitivity projections for future colliders

CMS PAS FTR-18-011

γ/κ = cz = 𝒪(10−2)

47

The fraction as defined below is related to the effective coupling



Sensitivity projections for future colliders

"14

Anomalous ZZH/γZH couplings

23

TABLE IX. Sensitivities to the anomalous ZZH and γZH
couplings with the benchmark luminosities and the ILC full
operation for both energies

√
s =250 and 500 GeV. The val-

ues correspond to 1σ bounds.

ZH at 250 GeV with 250 fb−1

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

aZ = ±0.2987

ζZZ = ±0.1069

ζAZ = ±0.0070

ζ̃ZZ = ±0.1090

ζ̃AZ = ±0.0896

, ρ =

⎛

⎜⎜⎝

1 −.996 .009 .143 −.161

- 1 −.001 −.144 .161

- - 1 .0006 −.0004

- - - 1 −.900

- - - - 1

⎞

⎟⎟⎠

ZH + ZZ at 250 GeV with 250 fb−1

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

aZ = ±0.2311

ζZZ = ±0.0830

ζAZ = ±0.0070

ζ̃ZZ = ±0.1086

ζ̃AZ = ±0.0895

, ρ =

⎛

⎜⎜⎝

1 −.992 .006 −.0002 −.001

- 1 .004 .0003 .0009

- - 1 .0015 −.0014

- - - 1 −.896

- - - - 1

⎞

⎟⎟⎠

ZH at 500 GeV with 500 fb−1

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

aZ = ±0.0954

ζZZ = ±0.0195

ζAZ = ±0.0053

ζ̃ZZ = ±0.0237

ζ̃AZ = ±0.0013

, ρ =

⎛

⎜⎜⎝

1 −.889 −.004 −.012 −.009

- 1 .041 .012 .010

- - 1 .011 .0005

- - - 1 .658

- - - - 1

⎞

⎟⎟⎠

ZH + ZZ at 500 GeV with 500 fb−1

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

aZ = ±0.0577

ζZZ = ±0.0134

ζAZ = ±0.0053

ζ̃ZZ = ±0.0220

ζ̃AZ = ±0.0012

, ρ =

⎛

⎜⎜⎝

1 −.758 −.002 −.0.010 −.001

- 1 .051 .008 .012

- - 1 .0076 −.0006

- - - 1 .652

- - - - 1

⎞

⎟⎟⎠

ZH at 250 + 500 GeV with H20
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

aZ = ±0.0326

ζZZ = ±0.0092

ζAZ = ±0.0024

ζ̃ZZ = ±0.0116

ζ̃AZ = ±0.0007

, ρ =

⎛

⎜⎜⎝

1 −.915 −.186 −.014 −.014

- 1 .0.117 .013 .016

- - 1 .008 −.0007

- - - 1 .600

- - - - 1

⎞

⎟⎟⎠

ZH + ZZ at 250 + 500 GeV with H20
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

aZ = ±0.0223

ζZZ = ±0.0067

ζAZ = ±0.0024

ζ̃ZZ = ±0.0109

ζ̃AZ = ±0.0006

, ρ =

⎛

⎜⎜⎝

1 −.837 −.134 −.009 −.010

- 1 .040 .008 .013

- - 1 .006 −.0012

- - - 1 .600

- - - - 1

⎞

⎟⎟⎠

Appendix A: The other analysises at 250 GeV1035

In the body of the paper the analysis are mentioned1036

focusing on the two channels of the ZH process as the1037

demonstrations, where the event acceptance and the mi-1038

TABLE X. Sensitivities to the anomalous V V H couplings
described with the general couplings coefficients [23]. The
full ILC operation H20 is assumed, where the total luminosi-
ties of 2 ab−1 and 4 ab−1 are planed to be accumulated for√
s =250 and 500 GeV, respectively. The values correspond

to 1σ bounds for each parameter.

ZH at 250 + 500 GeV with H20⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

CH = ±0.01279

CWW = ±0.00104

C̃WW = ±0.00032

, ρ =

⎛

⎜⎝
1 0.874 −0.0021

- 1 0.00013

- - 1

⎞

⎟⎠

ZH + ZZ at 250 + 500 GeV with H20⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

CH = ±0.00984

CWW = ±0.00085

C̃WW = ±0.00030

, ρ =

⎛

⎜⎝
1 0.802 0.0028

- 1 0.00432

- - 1

⎞

⎟⎠

gration effects are illustrated. To get the results of the1039

sensitivity shown through our paper, we analyzed each1040

four channels of both of the beam polarization states1041

e−Le
+
R and e−Re

+
L using the production processes of the1042

Higgs boson (ZH and ZZ-fusion). In this appendix, we1043

briefly refer to the analysis of the remaining two chan-1044

nels, which are not mentioned in the body of the paper.1045

The results are given with the left-handed state e−Le
+
R,1046

and ones with right-handed state e−Re
+
L are omitted in1047

this paper.1048

1. e+e− → ZH → e+e−H1049

The e+e−H channel of the ZH process has a similar1050

signature with the µ+µ−H channel, thus this channel1051

is also expected to give the similar sensitivity to the1052

anomalous ZZH couplings as with the µ+µ−H channel1053

although the effect of the photon radiations could be1054

larger compared with the µ+µ−H channel. The elec-1055

tron finding and recovering of the photon radiations on1056

the e+e−H channel is performed as with the µ+µ−H1057

channel, and the observables used for the background1058

suppression are same ones with the µ+µ−H channel1059

although detailed values are optimized for the e+e−H1060

channel. Fig. 29 show the migration effects on the ∆Φ1061

distribution of the e+e−H channel of the ZH process.1062

The degree of the migration effects is almost nothing1063

as with the µ+µ−H channel. Table XI shows reduction1064

of the signal process and background processes for each1065

cut.1066

ZZH / γZH  structures  
can be measured to ~0.5% 
or much better

1σ bounds  
    including 500 GeV operation

5-parameter fit

Test PDF

Sagitta sはある軸方向に等間隔な３つの測定店 x1, x2, x3によって定義される。

s = x2 −
x1 + x3

2

磁場中で回転する角度が十分小さい時には、

s = R(1− cosθ

2
) ∼ R

θ2

8
∼ 0.3L2B

8PT

誤差の伝播と、微分式より、以下のように表せる。

σ(s) =

√( ∂s

∂x1

)2
σ2(x) +

( ∂s

∂x2

)2
σ2(x) +

( ∂s

∂x3

)2
σ2(x) =

√
3

2
· σ(x)

σ(s) =
∣∣∣
∂s

∂PT

∣∣∣σ(PT ) =
0.3L2B

8P 2
T

σ(PT ) = s · σ(PT )

PT

以上より、運動量分解能の関係は、

σ(PT )

PT
=
(σ(s)

s
=

√
3/2 · σ(x)

s

)
=

√
3/2 · σ(x) · 8PT

0.3 ·BL2

LZZH = M2
Z

(1
v
+

aZ
Λ

)
ZµZ

µH +
bZ
2Λ

ẐµνẐ
µνH +

b̃Z
2Λ

Ẑµν
˜̂Z
µν

H

LWWH = 2M2
W

(1
v
+

aW
Λ

)
W+

µ W−µH +
bW
Λ

Ŵ+
µνŴ

−µνH +
b̃W
Λ

Ŵ+
µν
˜̂W

−µν

H

V̂µν ≡ ∂µVν − ∂νVµ and ˜̂V µν ≡ 1
2ϵµνρσV̂

ρσ.

From: B To: A 3

250GeV 500GeV

3-parameter fit

(ηZ =±0.5%) https://arxiv.org/abs/1506.07830

(Λ=1TeV)

slide from Keisuke Fujii’s 
presentation at Higgs 
Couplings 2018, Tokyo

 Therefore models such as the C2HDM may be within the reach of these 
machines. can be used to constraint the C2HDM at loop-level 48

The most comprehensive study for futures colliders so far was performed for the ILC. The work presents results 
are for polarised beams P (e−, e+) = (−80%, 30%) and two COM energies 250 GeV (and an integrated luminosity 
of 250 fb−1) and 500 GeV (and an integrated luminosity 500fb−1). Limits obtained for an energy of 250 GeV 
were cW

C P V ∈ [−0.321, 0.323] and cZ
C P V ∈ [−0.016, 0.016]. For 500 GeV we get cW

CP V ∈ [−0.063, 0.062] and 
cZ

CP V ∈ [−0.0057, 0.0057].

Ogawa, PhD Thesis (2018)


